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QUESTION 1

You want software that can automatically collect and aggregate log data generated throughout your organization\\'s
infrastructure, analyze it, and send alerts if it detects a deviation from the norm. Which software must you use? 

A. Security Information Management (SIM) 

B. SecurityEvent Management (SEM) 

C. Security Integration Management (SIM) 

D. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the following identity policy do? 

Allow group my-group to use fn-invocation in compartment ABC where target.function.id = `\\' 

A. Enables users in a group to create, update, and delete ALL applications and functions in a compartment 

B. Enables users to invoke all the functions in a specific application 

C. Enables users to invoke just one specific function 

D. Enables users to invoke all the functions in a compartment except for one specific function 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

As a security architect, how can you preventunwanted bots while desirable bots are allowed to enter? 

A. Data Guard 

B. Vault 

C. Compartments 

D. Web Application Firewall (WAF) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using a custom application with third-party APIs to manage application and data hosted in an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure(OCI) tenancy. Although your third-party APIs don\\'t support OCI\\'s signature-based authentication, you
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want them to communicate with OCI resources. Which authentication option must you use to ensure this? 

A. OCI username and Password 

B. API Signing Key 

C. SSH Key Pair with 2048-bit algorithm 

D. Auth Token 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which securityissues can be identified by Oracle Vulnerability Scanning Service? Select TWO correct answers 

A. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

B. Ports that are unintentionally left open can be a potential attack vector for cloud resources 

C. SQL Injection 

D. CISpublished Industry-standard benchmarks 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 6

As a security administrator, you want to create cloud resources that alignwith Oracle\\'s security principles and best
practices. Which security service should you use? 

A. Identity and Access Management 

B. Cloud Guard 

C. Security Advisor 

D. Web Application Firewall (WAF) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You are part of security operation of an organization with thousand of your users accessing Oracle cloud infrastructure it
was reported that an unknown user action was executedresulting in configuration error you are tasked to quickly
identify 

the details of all users who were active in the last six hours also with any rest API call that were executed. Which oci
feature should you use? 

A. service connector hub 

B. management agent log integration 

C. objectcollectionrule 

D. audit analysis dashboard 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Oracle Object Storage achieves data durability by which of the mechanisms ? Select TWO correct answers 

A. Service Gateway 

B. Redundant Storage across availability domains 

C. Redundant Array of IndependentDisks 

D. Object Versioning 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 9

Which OCI service canindex, enrich, aggregate, explore, search, analyze, correlate, visualize and monitor data? 

A. Data Guard 

B. Data Safe 

C. WAF 

D. Logging Analytics 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What do the features of OS Management Service do? 

A. Add complexity in using multiple tools tomanage mixed-OS environments. 

B. Provide paid service and support to OCI subscribers for fixes on priority. 
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C. Increase security and reliability by regular bug fixes. 

D. Encourage manual setup to avoid machine-induced errors. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/oci-best-practices/manage-your- operating-systems1.html 

 

QUESTION 11

You create a new compartment, "apps," to host some production apps and you create an apps_group and added users
to it. What would you do to ensure the users have access to the apps compartment? 

A. Add an IAM policy for the individual users to access the apps compartment. 

B. Add an IAM policy for apps_group granting access to the apps compartment. 

C. Add an lAM policy to attach tenancy to the apps group. 

D. No action is required. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Your company has hired a consulting firm to audit your oracle cloud infrastructure activity and configuration you have
created a set of users who will be performing the audit, you assigned these user to the orgauditgrp group. the auditor
required the ability to see the configuration of all resources within tenant and you have agreed to exempt the dev
compartment from the audit. 

Which IAM policy should be created to grant the orgauditgrp the ability to look at configuration for all resources except
for those resources inside the dev compartment? 

A. allow group orgauditgrp to read all-resources in tenancy where target.compartment.name !=dev 

B. allow group orgauditgrp to read all-resources in compartment !=dev 

C. allow group orgauditgrp to inspect all-resources in tenancy where target compartment.name !=dev 

D. allow group orgauditgrp to inspect all-resources in compartment !=dev 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 13

As a security administrator, you found out that there are users outside your co network who are accessing OCI Object
Storage Bucket. How can you prevent these users from accessing OCI resources in corporate network? 

A. Create an 1AM policy and create WAF rules 
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B. Create an 1AM policy and add a network source 

C. Make OCI resources private instead of public 

D. Create PAR to restrict access the access 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which parameters customers need to configure while reading secrets by name using CL1 or API? Select TWO correct
answers. 

A. Certificates 

B. Secret Name 

C. ASCII Value 

D. Vault Id 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 15

Operations team has made a mistake in updating the secret contents and immediately need to resume usingolder
secret contents in OCI Secret Management within a Vault. As a Security Administrator, what step should you perform to
rollback to last version? Select TWO correct answers. 

A. Mark the secret version as \\'deprecated\\' 

B. Mark the secret version as\\'Previous\\' 

C. Mark the secret version as \\'Rewind\\' 

D. Upload new secret and mark as \\'Pending\\'. Promote this secret version as \\'Current\\' 

Correct Answer: BD 
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